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Registration and login

On first use, after swiping through a series of Introductory screens, 
the app requires a user to register. Only users whose email addresses 
have been added to the PAXIS database are authorized to register. 
Enter your email address in the teacher email line and then tap on 
request Password to trigger an email message that begins the 
registration process.

Once you have completed the online registration process, enter your 
email address in the teacher email line and then tap on “Already 
registered? tap here to log in.”

Enter the password you set up during registration and tap on Login.

Welcome to the PAX uP! It’s an app designed to facilitate PAX Good 
Behavior Game implementation and baseline/progress-monitoring spleem-counting, 
and to serve as a data collection and reporting device. There is also a PAX Partner App 
so you may receive an email request to give your Partner access to your data.

acquiring the app
This app is available for free in the Google Play store and the Amazon App Store for Android phones 
and tablets and on iTunes for Apple phones and tablets. See the system requirements on the relevant 
product pages.
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Main Menu

Access the Main Menu by tapping on the menu symbol in the upper 
left corner of the screen. The app has six main areas: 
•  Classes/Teams, where you set up your classes and teams;
•  Game, where you start the game timer and count spleems;
•  Spleem Counter, where you conduct baseline and progress-  
  monitoring spleem counts;
•  Timer, where you can use a stopwatch or timer to play Beat the  
  Clock or PAX Timer Surprise;
•  Granny’s Wacky Prizes, where you can access and customize a  
  PAX prize database; and
•  Reports, where you can see tabular and graphical    
  representations of game and spleem-count data. 

adding classes/Teams/Reminders to Play

Select Classes/Teams from the Main Menu and then tap on the 
plus sign in the lower right corner to add a class. Once a class has 
been added, you can swipe right on the class name to delete it. 
In order to save space on your mobile device, all classes and data 
will be erased from the app at the end of each school year (on July 
1 in the Northern Hemisphere and on January 1 in the Southern 
Hemisphere). The data will remains on the PAXIS server indefinitely, 
however.

The question mark on each main screen brings up a help overlay.

The class/team/reminder screen requires you to type in a class name, 
select a grade and enter the number of students in the class. 

To add teams for a class, tap on the plus sign to the right of the 
Teams heading. Tapping on the plus sign creates one team; then you 
continue to tap on it to create as many as you wish. You can select a 
color for and name each team. To delete a team or teams after you 
have created them, simply swipe right on any existing team name. At 
least two teams are needed to play the PAX Good Behavior Game.
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If you would like the app to remind you to play a game during 
certain days/times, tap on the plus sign to the right of the 
Reminders heading and set up the time and day. You can set as 
many reminders as you wish by continuing to tap on the plus sign. 
Once a reminder is set, you can toggle it off and on and also swipe 
right to delete it.

editing classes/Teams/Reminders to Play

When you revisit this screen to edit class information or change 
teams, tap on the edit button that will be in the upper right 
corner in order to change any values.

Playing the PaX Good behavior Game

To play the game, first select game from the Main Menu and then 
select the class by tapping on the bar with the class name on it (if 
you have created more than one class).

Set the timer by tapping on the time designation (it defaults at 
15:00).

Once the class and time have been set, tap on the green Start arrow, 
and then, when spleems occur, tap on the squares that represent 
each team. Tap on Decrease for any team for which you over-counted 
spleems. The spleem count for any team will not go beyond four as 
that is the number at which a team does not win a game.

If you would like to end the game before the time is up, tap on end 
game. If you would like to delete a game after it has ended, tap 
on Delete. To start a new game after completing another game, 
tap on new game. You can add a comment about a game or the 
conditions under which it was played by tapping on Comment 
before, during, or after a game.

All data are sent to the Reports area for viewing.
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creating baseline or Progress-Monitoring spleem 
counts

To do a spleem count for baseline or progress-monitoring data, first 
select Spleem Counter from the Main Menu and  select the class 
by tapping on the bar with the class name on it (if you have 
created more than one class).

Turn the Dual Spleem Counter selector on if you want to 
count spleems for one target child (in addition to the class or by 
himself/herself).

Set the timer by tapping on the time designation (it defaults at 
15:00).

Once the class and time have been set, tap on the green Start 
arrow and then on the button(s) in the colored areas at the bottom 
of the screen whenever you notice a spleem. Two counts appear: 
one is the spleems for the current minute and the other is for total 
spleems. Tap on Decrease to take a spleem away in the event of 
over-counting.

Tap on Stop to end the counting time before the timer is up. Tap on 
Delete to delete the count that has just occurred. Tap on reset to 
begin a new count.

All data are sent to the reports area for viewing.

PaX Timer surprise and beat the Timer

Select timer from the Main Menu and then choose whether the 
Stopwatch (counting up from zero) or the timer (counting down 
from a chosen time) is more appropriate for the activity. If you 
choose Timer, then you tap on the time (1:00 is the default) and 
set it accordingly. Tap on Start to start the timer and reset to start 
again.
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Granny’s Wacky Prizes

Select Granny’s Wacky Prizes from the Main Menu and then 
choose either to get a prize from the PAXIS prize database by 
tapping on Get Prize, or to customize that database first (getting 
rid of prizes you do not want and/or adding new prizes) by tapping 
on Customize.

Getting Prizes 

Get a prize (or have a student get a prize) by tapping on Get Prize. 
The next step is to select any tag(s) you want to use to narrow the 
prize choices to suit your needs (e.g., quiet prizes only or prizes that 
are active). Then a short animation appears leading up to the prize’s 
appearance. Tap on the prize name to see the description. Tap on 
the Main Menu icon to leave this area.

customizing the Prize Database

If you select Customize, you can see all of the prizes in the PAX 
database. Tap on Filter to sort the prizes by their tags (Stationary, 
Active, Individual, Small Groups, etc.). Tapping on a prize brings up 
the prize description.

Tap on the plus sign at the top right to add a new prize to 
the database, and tap on edit to delete any existing prizes (by 
unchecking the box next to them). 
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Viewing Reports

Select reports from the Main Menu to 
see your game and spleem-count data. 
First select the class for which you wish to 
see reports by tapping on the class that is 
showing and selecting the correct one from 
the dropdown menu (assuming there is 
more than one class from which to choose). 
Once you have selected the correct class, 
you can tap on any one of five report types:
•	 Scoreboard
•	 Pax Minutes
•	 Game Data
•	 Spleems Whole Class
•	 Spleems Target Child

scoreboard Report

This report shows all of the games the class has played within the timespan shown. To 
change the time span, simply tap on the From or to date, or tap on Year to Date, to see 
data for the entire school year. The total of PAX minutes for the time span is at the top of 
the chart and each game is listed on a separate row. Add a note for any game (or read the 
note you made when you wrote a comment while playing) by tapping on the plus sign 
in the Note column. Delete the game by tapping on the X in the Delete column. You may 
need to scroll to see every game in the chart. 

PaX Minutes Report

Add extra motivation for winning PAX 
games by setting a PAX Minutes goal over 
a time span that you select with some 
announced reward in place for meeting the 
goal. First tap on Add goal. Then name the 
goal, set a PAX Minutes value, and select 
a date range. When that goal has been 
reached, a sound will notify you.
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Game Data Report

This report shows the most recent 20 weeks 
of PAX GBG data as a default, but you can 
select a different date range or get all of the 
data for the Year to Date.

spleems Whole class Report

This report shows the most recent 20 weeks 
of benchmark and progress-monitoring 
spleem collection data for the whole class, 
but you can select a different date range or 
get all of the data for the Year to Date.

spleems Target child Report

This report shows the most recent 20 weeks 
of benchmark and progress-monitoring 
spleem collection data for one target child, 
but you can select a different date range or 
get all of the data for the Year to Date.

adding a Missing Game/spleem count

If you played a game or did a spleem count and did not have your mobile device with 
you, you can enter the game/spleem count data by tapping on Add Missing game in 
the top center of the Reports screen and then selecting the class name and game or 
Spleem Count from the top row of this screen. Then fill in the remaining information 
and tap on Save.
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PAXIS Institute
PO Box 31205, Tucson AZ 85751

520.299.6770

info@paxis.org   |   paxis.org 

Printing /emailing Reports

All reports can be printed          or emailed as a PDF        from the top row of the 
reports screen.

logging out

Scroll down to the bottom of the Main Menu to log out of the app.


